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ABSTRACT
The creative industry grows from the micro, small and medium industry (MSME), thus the creative
economy agency should alleviate the burden MSME have due to the COVID-19 pandemic impact. Hence,
the main purpose of this research is to determine the relief actions the creative industry agency should do
by observing the micro-small enterprises (MSE) performances that related to the creative industry.
The framework of this research is based on the national competitiveness of Porter's and the world
economic index developed by Adamkiewicz. The secondary data is taken from the MSE survey
conducted by BPS and followed by the GLS cross-section weights method, which allowed to make the
estimation assuming heteroscedasticity exists.
This study finds that (1) the social competitiveness is the weakest foundation of MSE; (2) high
institutional competitiveness offsets the low competitiveness of other factors; (3) the competitiveness of
infrastructure and micro dimension remain be the MSE's competitiveness weakness. In order to reduce the
impact of COVID-19 pandemic, the efforts may need to be done; Bekraf should take its supporter role,
the optimization of Credit Guarantee Schemes for financing the MSMEs, opening up the technology
which affordable and easily accessable (depot technology), and raising the entrepreneurs awareness to
emphasize the cooperation in a business network.
Keywords: Bekraf; MSE; Competitiveness.

1. Introduction
Before the government establishes the Creative Economy Agency (Bekraf) in 2015, the creative industry
has grown and developed by itself. Bekraf intends to function as the developing center of national
creative industy. BPS and Bekraf surveys in 2016 find that 77.58% of the creative industries have been
established and developed before 2014. The creative industries, which are then classified into 16 sectors,
are directly related to various sectors of activity in the Indonesian standard industrial classification
(KBLI). In the manufacturing industry, the creative industries directly related to film, animation, and
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video link are linked to C18; Crafts to C13, C15, C16, C17, C23, C25, C31, C32; Culinary arts to C10;
Music to C18; and Fashion is linked to C14 and C15 (BPS, 2015).
Based on those connections, the role of Bekraf can be assessed indirectly from the performance of MSE
(micro small enterprise). Its secondary data is more complete and BPS conducts the survey annually,
except in 2020. Within the context, it needs to determine how Bekraf could affect the output and
entrepreneur number of 11 KBLI classifications, and how its policy should alleviate the decline of
economic activity caused by the pandemic the MSE and creative industries (especially culinary, fashion
and crafts) are facing.
Thus, the main purpose of this study is to determine the relief actions the creative industry agency
(Bekraf) should do by observing the micro-small enterprises (MSE) performances that related to the
creative industry. As it is well known that the Indonesian government has established Bekraf as the
developing center of national creative industy. During the pandemic, the creative industry is able to grow,
especially those related to the digital industry. However, this research focus more on the MSE
development which related to the creative industries, e.g fashion, craft, and culinary, which are also the
top three creative economy businesses. The secondary data taken from the MSE survey conducted by BPS
is used as a preliminary study, then proceed by the further study using the primary data and other
secondary microdata.

2. Literature Review
The studies and research on business strategy and competitiveness continue to develop along with more
and more challenges that arise and demand new innovations. Moreover, at this time, the impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic has hit all lines of economic and business life. The conventional methods may no
longer apply or are not highly efficient in solving competitiveness problems.
Competitiveness creates opportunities for the younger generation, who are more productive, likely to
open businesses and create new jobs. Porter (1990) describes Porter's five strengths (supplier power,
buyer power, competitive rivalry, threat of substitution, and threat of new entry) as a simple framework
for assessing and evaluating the competitive strength and position of business organizations. These five
forces determine the intensity of competition and the attractiveness of a market. These five forces
determine the intensity of competition and the attractiveness of a market. Porter's five strengths help to
identify where strengths lie in the business settings. It is useful for understanding the current position
strength of the organization's competitiveness, and which the position strength the organization may seek
to aim for. In strategy analysis, Porter's five strengths can be used to understand whether a new product or
service is potentially profitable. By understanding the position strength, the theory can also be used to
identify the strength, correct the weaknesses, and avoid the mistakes.
The national competitiveness draws criticism from Krugman (1994). Krugman says that (1) The nations
cannot compete as companies because the bankrupt companies go out of business; (2) When a company
succeeds in gaining market share, it will reduce the market share of other companies, while the success of
one country does not destroy the opportunities of other countries; (3) The national competitiveness is a
way to explain productivity. But a country's productivity may not have anything to do with competition.
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Even so, Porter's qualitative model of national excellence continues to develop and generalize into the
double diamond of Rugman & D'Cruz; the generalized double diamond model of Moon, Rugman, &
Verbeke; the nine-factor model of Cho & Moon; and the dual double diamond of Cho, Moon, & Kim
(Adamkiewicz, 2019). Porter's model is also expanded with the role of FDI, human resources, and
international factors that can be applied at the national level (Liu, 2017). Bhawsar and Chattopadhyay
(2015) states the national competitiveness is the ability of a country to provide a conducive environment
for its company to flourish. Adamkiewicz (2019) provides a view that the institutional pillars of
competitiveness are: (1) social competitiveness (which consists of health, education, science); (2)
institutional competitiveness (which consists of state institutions, institutional regulation of goods and
services markets and labor market, the financial system of the state infrastructure competitiveness); (3)
infrastructure competitiveness (which consists of transportation infrastructure and energy and
telecommunications infrastructure; and (4) components of the micro-environment for the system of
production competitiveness.
For research purposes and the availability of secondary data, this study uses four pillars of institutional
competitiveness. The social competitiveness pillar uses formal education completed by business owners;
the institutional competitiveness pillar uses government policies to establish Bekraf institutions, market
cooperation, and credit; the infrastructure competitiveness pillar uses raw material difficulties as a form of
infrastructure difficulty; and the components of the micro-environment for the system of production
competitiveness uses the main consumers of products are traders, companies, and the export market.
In general, the performance of MSE has not been said to be "good." MSE still faces problems in
management, marketing, technology improvement, and funding (Tambunan, 2019). The People's
Business Credit (KUR) product does not focus on new customers such as MSE who do not yet have a
bank account and credit collateral, and there is no “one-stop shop” for MSE to access capital (ILO, 2019).
In addition to access, MSE faces raw material supplies that fluctuate in quality, price, and transportation
costs, and still have to be imported (Burger et al., 2015). MSE is less attractive to a skilled and educated
workforce (Burger et al., 2015; ILO, 2019). The resulting products are marketed globally and bilaterally
rather than a decline in Indonesia's participation in GVCs through both forward and backward linkages
from 2000 to 2017 (ADB, 2019).

3. Research Methodology
The use of pool panel data is more profitable because it can overcome the heterogeneity problem. Panel
data relating to individuals, companies, states, countries, and so on have heterogeneity over time, but the
pool of panel data is often not observable ( Gujarati et al., 2012 ). In addition, the EViews program has
provided a GLS specification menu with cross-section weights. This menu allows for a good estimation
with the assumption of heteroscedasticity. The advantages of combining time series and other crosssections are that the data becomes more informative, has more variability, less collinearity between
variables, more freedom degrees and more efficient, and able to measure certain effects that occur. For
this reason, this study uses the GLS method with cross-section weights. The standard model of the
Generalized the Least Squares estimator is:
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𝑌𝑖 = 𝑋𝑖′ 𝛽 + 𝜀𝑖

(i)

Since 𝑉𝑎𝑟 (𝜀𝑖 ) = 𝜎 2 and all covariances between error terms are zero. We have cross sectional
heteroscedasticity. GLS can be applied (cross-section weights).
Based on the selection of panel estimates between the common effect panel (CE), fixed effect panel (FE),
and random effect panel (RE), this study will use a fixed effect panel. The results of testing the selection
of a panel method are presented in the findings section.
In fixed effect regression, the estimator becomes
𝑌𝑖𝑡 = 𝑋𝑖𝑡′ 𝛽 + 𝛼𝑖𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖

with

(ii)

𝛼𝑖𝑡 are called the fixed effects, and induce unobserved heterogeneity in the model.

𝑋𝑖𝑡′ are the observed part of the heterogeneity
𝛽 are regression coefficient estimates
t = 1, … , N is time periods,
i = 1, … , N is cross sections unit
𝜀𝑖 are error term in the model
In this context, the industrial output growth of micro-small and the number of businesses small and micro
are affected by the credit, raw material difficulties, has the collaboration market, major consumer
products are traders, the main consumer is the company, the main consumer is the export market, the
formal education completed by the business owner, and the policy for establishing the Bekraf
institution.The mathematical formula of the model can be written:

𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑂𝑀𝑆𝐸1𝑖𝑗 = (𝐶𝑅𝐸𝐷𝐼𝑇𝑖𝑗 , 𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹_𝑅𝐴𝑊𝑖𝑗 , 𝑃𝐴𝑅𝑇𝑁_𝑀𝐴𝑅𝐾𝐸𝑇𝑖𝑗 , 𝐶𝑂𝑁_𝑇𝑅𝐴𝐷𝐸𝑅𝑖𝑗 , 𝐸𝐷𝑈_𝐹𝑂𝑅𝑀𝐴𝐿𝑖𝑗 , 𝐷𝑈𝑀𝑀_𝑃𝑂𝐿𝑖𝑗 ) ……(1)
𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑂𝑀𝑆𝐸1𝑖𝑗 = (𝐶𝑅𝐸𝐷𝐼𝑇𝑖𝑗 , 𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹_𝑅𝐴𝑊𝑖𝑗 , 𝑃𝐴𝑅𝑇𝑁_𝑀𝐴𝑅𝐾𝐸𝑇𝑖𝑗 , 𝐶𝑂𝑁_𝑇𝑅𝐴𝐷𝐸𝑅𝑖𝑗 , 𝐸𝐷𝑈_𝐹𝑂𝑅𝑀𝐴𝐿𝑖𝑗 , 𝐷𝑈𝑀𝑀_𝑃𝑂𝐿𝑖𝑗 ) …..(2)
𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑂𝑀𝑆𝐸1𝑖𝑗 = (𝐶𝑅𝐸𝐷𝐼𝑇𝑖𝑗 , 𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹_𝑅𝐴𝑊𝑖𝑗 , 𝑃𝐴𝑅𝑇𝑁_𝑀𝐴𝑅𝐾𝐸𝑇𝑖𝑗 , 𝐶𝑂𝑁_𝐹𝑂𝑅𝐸𝐼𝐺𝑁𝑖𝑗 , 𝐸𝐷𝑈_𝐹𝑂𝑅𝑀𝐴𝐿𝑖𝑗 , 𝐷𝑈𝑀𝑀_𝑃𝑂𝐿𝑖𝑗 ) …(3)
𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑂𝑀𝑆𝐸2𝑖𝑗 = (𝐶𝑅𝐸𝐷𝐼𝑇𝑖𝑗 , 𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹_𝑅𝐴𝑊𝑖𝑗 , 𝑃𝐴𝑅𝑇𝑁_𝑀𝐴𝑅𝐾𝐸𝑇𝑖𝑗 , 𝐶𝑂𝑁_𝑇𝑅𝐴𝐷𝐸𝑅𝑖𝑗 , 𝐸𝐷𝑈_𝐹𝑂𝑅𝑀𝐴𝐿𝑖𝑗 , 𝐷𝑈𝑀𝑀_𝑃𝑂𝐿𝑖𝑗 ). …....(4)
𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑂𝑀𝑆𝐸2𝑖𝑗 = (𝐶𝑅𝐸𝐷𝐼𝑇𝑖𝑗 , 𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹_𝑅𝐴𝑊𝑖𝑗 , 𝑃𝐴𝑅𝑇𝑁_𝑀𝐴𝑅𝐾𝐸𝑇𝑖𝑗 , 𝐶𝑂𝑁_𝐹𝐼𝑅𝑀𝑖𝑗 , 𝐸𝐷𝑈_𝐹𝑂𝑅𝑀𝐴𝐿𝑖𝑗 , 𝐷𝑈𝑀𝑀_𝑃𝑂𝐿𝑖𝑗 ) ..,…..…(5)
𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑂𝑀𝑆𝐸2𝑖𝑗 = (𝐶𝑅𝐸𝐷𝐼𝑇𝑖𝑗 , 𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹_𝑅𝐴𝑊𝑖𝑗 , 𝑃𝐴𝑅𝑇𝑁_𝑀𝐴𝑅𝐾𝐸𝑇𝑖𝑗 , 𝐶𝑂𝑁_𝐹𝑂𝑅𝐸𝐼𝐺𝑁𝑖𝑗 , 𝐸𝐷𝑈_𝐹𝑂𝑅𝑀𝐴𝐿𝑖𝑗 , 𝐷𝑈𝑀𝑀_𝑃𝑂𝐿𝑖𝑗 ) …....(6)
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The variables used in this study are:

The secondary data used is a survey of micro and small industries in 2010 – 2019 by the Central Bureau
of Statistics (CBS). CBS uses an employment-based definition of SMEs by which micro-enterprises are
enterprises employing 1-4 people, small enterprises 5-19 people, medium-sized enterprises 20-99 people,
and large enterprises above 100 people.
The MSE sectors taken are 11 sectors of the Indonesian Industrial Standard Classification, which are
directly related to 6 sectors of the creative economy classification, and the creative economy classification
sector based on the report on the Classification Analysis of Creative Economy Activities in the 2015
Indonesian Industrial Standard Classification Code (BPS, 2015).

4. Results
On grounds of the study aim is to prove the diversity of the MSE manufacturing sector, this study uses
fixed effect panel regression. Nonetheless, to ensure that the panel fixed effect is best used compared to
common effect and random effect, the test is still being done in this study. The test is carried out using
models 1 and 3. In model 1, the choice between RE and CE, which uses a Breusch-Pagan cross-section
(one-sided), resulted in a coefficient of 4.59 which is significant at the 5% confidence level (Table 1).
Therefore, the regression model chosen is RE rather than CE. In the selection between FE and CE, which
uses Redundant Fixed Effects Tests, it produces a coefficient of 17.46 which is significant at the 1%
confidence level thus the research model chooses FE. In the selection between FE and RE, which uses
Correlated Random Effects - Hausman Test, the research model chooses FE because the coefficient of
25.79 has a significance level of 1% confidence (Table 1).
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Table 1. Selection of Regression Model on Dependent Variable Output MSE

***) significant at 1%, **) significant at 5%, and *) significant at 10%.
Source: Data processed

The dependent variable is the MSE output related to the six creative industry's sectors (table 3). The
results of the fixed panel regression which uses GLS method with cross-section weights, produce constant
variable significance at 1% degree of confidence in model 1, 2, and 3 whose each sector is shown to have
a different constant. Correspondingly, the R-squared value shows that the independent model variables
can explain the MSE output of 94.6% (model 1), 92.3% (model 2), and 93.1% (model 3). For the DurbinWatson stat test, model 1 and model 2 show no autocorrelation at the 1% confidence level, while model 3
is in an area where no decision can be made. Meanwhile, the Residual Cross-Section Dependence Test
shows the significance of the degree of confidence 1% to reject Ho, which means there is a cross-section
dependence (correlation). This fact means that each sector is mutually affected and influences in
producing MSE output. This fact is understandable due to the existence of the Bekraf agency, craft
creative industry development involves 8 MSE sectors based on ISIC, namely: C13, C15, C16, C17, C23,
C25, C31, C32.
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Table 2. Selection of Regression Model on Dependent Variable Entrepreneur MSE

***) significant at 1%, **) significant at 5%, and *) significant at 10%.
Source: Data processed

Table 4 presents the results of fixed panel regression, which uses the GLS method with cross-section
weights for models 4, 5, and 6. Each model also shows differences in the number of entrepreneurs in the
initial conditions with a degree of confidence of 1%. Correspondingly, the independent variable output
model that explains the entrepreneur numbers of MSE of 98.8% (model 4), 98.9% (model 5), and 98.8%
(model 6), which is indicated by the value of R-squared. For the Durbin-Watson stat test, model 6 is in
areas that cannot take decisions, while model 4 and model 5 present no autocorrelation at 1% confidence
level. A peculiar result occurs from the Residual Cross-Section Dependence Test which shows
insignificance to accept Ho, meaning there is no-cross-section dependence (correlation). It states each
entrepreneur does not influence the other and needs to be understood in different perceptive. The
existence of the Bekraf institution has not encouraged the cooperation among the entrepreneurs in the
classification based on KBLI.
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Table 3. EGLS Panel with Dependent Variable Output MSE

***) significant at 1%, **) significant at 5%, and *) significant at 10%.
Source: Data processed

5. Discussion
In table 3, the constants, which are significant at the 1% confidence level, indicate that each MSE sector
has a different initial condition sectorally, either model 1, model 2, or model 3. This finding is also in line
with Miyakawa et al (2021), who finds that there is considerable heterogeneity related to the number and
level of companies across industries and regions, and ADB (2019), which states that there is an increase
in the effectiveness of MSE performance after the government begins to support for MSE differently.
McKenzie & Woodruff (2017) argues that micro and small enterprises, which are the main form of
economic activity in countries of low and middle income, have a very heterogeneous micro-business
sector.
MSE in the manufacture of textiles sector (C13), the manufacture of leather and related products and
footwear sector (C15), the printing and reproduction of recorded media sector (C18), and other
manufacturing sector (C32) has an initial condition model 1 below the average. In terms of output
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performance, the main consumer of traders in these sectors are relatively lower than in other sectors. This
fact means that product sales revenue in these sectors comes more from consumer users than sales
revenue from traders and companies. This condition is reinforced by model 2 (table 3), which also shows
that the main consumer of companies in these sectors are also relatively lower. Meanwhile, in model 3
(table 3), the initial condition sectoral below the average initial condition model 3 increased to be 3
sectors, namely manufacturing of food products (C10), manufacturing of products of wood, cork,
bamboo, rattan (except furniture) (C16), and manufacturing of other non-metallic mineral products (C23).
This condition is supported by the findings of a survey conducted by ADB, which shows that Indonesian
products are marketed more bilaterally than globally. MSE Indonesia products are marketed directly to
consumer users, resulting in a decrease in Indonesia's participation in GVCs through both forward and
backward linkages from 2000 to 2017 (ADB, 2019).
Table 4. EGLS Panel with Dependent Variable Entrepreneur MSE
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***) significant at 1%, **) significant at 5%, and *) significant at 10%.
Source: Data processed

Table 4 presents that the model constants are significant at the 1% confidence level, either on model 4,
model 5, or model 6. The aspect also shows that each MSE sector has a different initial conditions
sectorally, either model 1, model 2, or model 3. The initial condition in the sector with the number of
entrepreneurs at C15 (manufacture of leather and related products and footwear), C17 (paper and paper
goods), C18 (printing and reproduction of recorded media) is lower than the average initial condition in
model 4 and model 5. This condition suggests there is less interest in becoming entrepreneurs in these
sectors. If it is related to the findings in table 3, the decline in income in sector C15 and C18 is also
caused by the decreasing number of entrepreneurs.
For the main consumers of foreign markets, the decreasing number of entrepreneurs also occurred in C25
(manufacture of fabricated metal products excepts machinery and equipment), C31 (manufacture of
furniture), and C32 (other manufacturing). In addition to the declining participation in the global value
chain, the lower competitiveness in these sectors may be due to the higher use of capital. Kacaribu et al.
(2018) shows that the majority of Indonesian imports in the form of raw materials and auxiliary materials
for domestic goods production inputs, and a comparative advantage in the more capital-intensive
commodities are owned by the larger size of the company.
From the credit aspect prospective, the credit disbursement increases MSE's output performance related to
the creative industry. Credit disbursement has led to an increase in the output of 0.40% (model 1), 0.41%
(model 2) and 1.19% (model 3). Correspondingly, the credit also improves in the number of employers by
0.43% (model 4), 0.44% (model 5), and 0.80% (model 6). This finding suggests that the addition of credit
can help MSE related to the creative economy both in increasing output or driving the increase in the
number of entrepreneurs. It is in line with the opinion of Ferrando and Ganoulis (2020) who argue that
small companies are more likely to have certain conditional expectations to increasing their finance
accessibility. However, credit distribution in the context of alleviate the impact of the COVID-19
pandemic needs to pay attention to the variety of industries in need (as the findings of this study) and the
special credit programs. The special credit program is not a credit program with low interest rates or
deferral of tax payments but in the form of a credit grant program. This opinion has been expressed by
Gourinchas et al. (2020) who say that the interest rate amnesty, tax deferral, and rent have little impact on
the company failure, whereas cash grants can significantly reduce the rate of business failure, but with
high fiscal costs. In addition, the optimization of Credit Guarantee Schemes (CGS) for Financing MSMEs
may possible (Wardhono et al, 2019). The CGS is a popular government program to guarantee bank loans
to MSMEs. The research result by Wardhono et al (2019), the CGS has not functioned optimally for
MSMEs that do not have credit guarantees. MSMEs who do not have credit guarantees do not have many
opportunities to access the credit from formal microfinance institutions.
The difficulty of raw materials does not affect the increase in the number of MSE entrepreneurs
associated with creative industries, especially MSE whose the main consumers are traders and companies.
Although the increase is very low at 0.06% (model 4) and 0.05% (model 5), it is not aligned with the
general opinion that the increasing difficulty should reduce the output performance and the number of
entrepreneurs. This fact should mean that poverty appears to be the main force behind MSE growth
(Tambunan, 2019). In other words, MSE entrepreneurs have no other choice but to stay in the MSE
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business despite facing various difficulties in raw materials. Raw material difficulties faced by MSE
entrepreneurs are, among others, raw material supplies that have fluctuating quality and quantity,
uncertainty in raw material prices, and transportation costs (Burger et al., 2015), as well as the high
number of raw materials that still have to be imported for domestic production (Burger et al., 2015;
Kacaribu et al., 2018).
In order to alleviate the raw material problem, MSEs should utilize new technology better and it should be
given a facilitate to affordable technologies that meet local business needs and are easy to use, such as
technology depots in Singapore. This program can also be combined with technical advice to ensure that
the benefits of new technologies are fully utilized by local companies (Ministry of Finance and ADB
(2020). Technically speaking, the JRF (Java Reconstruction Fund), a livelihood restoration project, which
operates 13,000 micro and small enterprises (MSEs) in Central Java and Yogyakarta. It gives away the
innovative solutions for the post-disaster livelihood recovery. The organization help to improve the
business and production skills and in addition to the increasing their access to finance and markets. The
project has had a strong impact on the livelihoods of women affected by the 2006 disaster.
In the context of market cooperation, the main consumer from abroad have not contributed to increasing
output and the number of entrepreneurs. Meanwhile, market cooperation, which is the main consumer of
traders and companies, has contributed positively to the increase in MSE output (table 3) and negatively
to the number of MSE entrepreneurs (table 4). Market cooperation has increased output by 0.07% (model
1) and 0.06% (model 2), while market cooperation has decreased the number of entrepreneurs by 0.03%
(model 4) and 0.03% (model 5). The market cooperation has not contributed to the increase in the number
of entrepreneurs. Even though our society is known as the "gotong royong" society, individual
competition remains dominant. As the result, it is harder for the entrepreneurs to share the market. The
business environment is also not yet supportive. This condition is supported by many young women and
men being forced into self-employment to meet the ends. Some have succeeded in building a sustainable
business, but others have failed or unable to develop because of the lack of facilities and empowerment of
the business environment. These entrepreneurs are faced with business constraints such as limited access
to markets, raw materials, and capital (ILO, 2011). According to the Doing Business World Bank,
Indonesia is not the easiest country to set up a new company or to play an active role in the business
sector. This situation is reflected in the Doing Business 2020 index ranking report at position 73 with the
lowest scores on starting a business (at position 140) and contract enforcement (at position 139) (World
Bank, 2019). In the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, the entrepreneurs need to share the market even
though the market condition is even more narrow. Entrepreneurial collaboration to build business
networks has facilitated the exchange of information and also to create social relationships in order to
increase competitive advantage at MSE Batik in Pekalongan (Meutia, 2013).
The main consumer factors contributes to the increase the number of MSE entrepreneurs related to the
creative industry, e.g film, animation, and video; crafts; culinary arts; music; fashion; and publications.
The main consumer contribution in the addition of entrepreneurs is 0.07% (for traders), 0.62% (for
companies), and 0.02% (for overseas consumers). Meanwhile, the main consumer contribution in
increasing output is 0.08% (for traders). This situation proves that the traders are the main focus of MSE
consumers related to the creative industry. The increase in resellers has contributed to an increase in
output and the number of MSE entrepreneurs related to the creative industry.
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The formal tertiary education completed by entrepreneurs has not contributed to the growth of MSE
output related to the creative industries. The slowdown in higher education graduates contributed to the
increase in the number of entrepreneurs by 0.04% (model 4) and 0.03% (model 5). The conditions are in
line with the results of the 2018 survey. The 2018 Survey of Entrepreneurs and MMSES in Indonesia
conducted by the Asia Pacific Foundation of Canada shows that more than 70% of entrepreneurs are high
school graduates, 15% are college graduates and 2% have international experience. Correspondingly,
Amalia & von Korflesch (2021) state that entrepreneurship education in Indonesian universities has not
been effective as an entrepreneurship education program.
However, training and training efforts still need to be carried out continuously, as has been done by many
Bekraf institutions, which contribute to increasing MSE output related to the creative industry. Bekraf's
contribution to the output of 19.27% (model 1), 21.75% (model 2), and 51.86% (model 3) has covered the
small contribution of other pillars. In addition to increasing output performance, the hope of Bekraf's
work is also directed at creating new entrepreneurs. The increase in new MSE entrepreneurs related to the
creative industry due to the existence of Bekraf institutions is 26.66% (model 4), 21.75% (model 5), and
44.55% (model 6).

6. Conclusion
First, social competitiveness is the weakest pillar in building MSE's competitiveness. It requires a longterm and continuous although it is not a top priority during the pandemic.
Second, the institutional power pillar provides the greatest contribution, especially Bekraf’s influence by
existing, regardless Bekraf is more aimed at the creative industry. Apart from supporting Bekraf's work,
the optimization Credit Guarantee Schemes for Financing MSMEs is possible.
Third, although the difficulty of getting the raw materials does not reduce the climb in the number of
MSE entrepreneurs, MSE needs to get a facilitate to affordable technologies that meet local business
needs and are easy to use, a kind of technology depot in Singapore, to overcome the material supply
difficulties. Technical guidance can adopt the Java Reconstruction Fund (JRF) method to rebuild
heterogeneous MSEs.
Fourth, the lower contribution of the competitiveness pillar on the micro-dimensional level displays the
need to raise the awareness on the importance of cooperation in a business network as experienced by
MSE Batik in Pekalongan.
This research is sponsored by Ministry of Education, Culture, Research, and Technology Republic of
Indonesia 202.
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